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   ABOUT ZEDROIT ACADEMY

Zedroit Academy stands out as the go-to destination
for mastering the nuances of data privacy. As an
extension of Zedroit Global Solutions, a trusted leader
in data privacy services, we're committed to
equipping individuals with the practical skills and
knowledge needed to excel in this crucial field.

Our mission is to bridge the gap between theory and
practice by offering comprehensive courses with
highly valued credentials designed to empower
professionals and individuals in data privacy domain. Academy



Zedroit Academy
in collaboration with

EICT, IIT Guwahati

Zedroit Academy signs MoU with
EICT, IIT Guwahati (supported by the
Ministry of Electronics and
Information Technology (MeitY),
Government of India) to jointly
provide India’s most valued privacy
training and DPO certification by the
name ‘Certified Data Protection
Officer (CDPO-Z)’.



➢ Access to a cutting-edge data privacy course developed by
industry experts and academia. 

➢ Validate your skills with a certification recognized by a
leading institute and become a sought-after data privacy
professional in the job market. .

➢ A deep understanding of data privacy laws and regulations,
as well as the technology behind data privacy from the best
minds in both the fields. 

➢ Gain insights into government policies and regulations
surrounding data privacy as the program is in collaboration
with EICT,  which is supported by MEITY itself, the government
ministry responsible for data privacy regulations. This gives
the program credibility and ensures that you will be learning
from the best.

BENEFITS OF THIS COLLABORATION 



 SAMPLE CERTIFICATE



 ZEDROIT’S DATA PRIVACY TEXTBOOKS

 2 Levels of Practical DPO Training Programs

 1-on-1 Mentorship Programs

Two Levels of Practical DPO Training Program:
 - Conceptual Recap (01 Weeks) 
- Practical Training (Expert Level) (06 Weeks) 
- Practical Implementation Tasks (06 Weeks) 

Three 1-on-1 mentorship calls in 3 months to
develop your market-ready profile.

Hardcopy of Zedroit’s Data Privacy Textbook delivered to
your home address

 CDPO-Z
(3 MONTHS)

(MODE- ONLINE)

 CERTIFIED DATA PROTECTION
OFFICER



 Privacy Trainings  Practical
Implementation

Tasks

 Certification Exam

 Become a Certified DPO in three Steps

 CDPO-Z



CDPO-Z  PRICING

PROMISE OF
AFFORDABILITY

 PRICE : 

₹ 1,15,000/-

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE : 

₹ 55,000/- + GST USD 1,000/-
(For Int. Students) 

₹ 55,000/- 
+ GST

 EMI OPTIONS AVAILABLE



CDPO-Z

Seats filling up quickly! Enroll now, secure your spot
and seize this opportunity.

LIMITED SEATS! 
ENROLL BY 20TH APRIL, 2024

 The first batch starts from
27th April 2024

https://forms.gle/MtpVgc4asLfsWqpy6


  PAYMENT OPTIONS 

We offer two convenient payment options to suit your
preferences:

Direct Payment 

Finance (EMI) 



 academy@zedroit.com

 +91-9945316038 / +91-8826128228

www.zedroit.com/cdpo

Contact Us

http://www.zedroit.com/cdpo
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